Abstract-Personal mobile devices have a strong impact in the daily life of their users, making part of their daily routines. Most of these devices are equipped with several sensors and interfaces that may be used to study human mobility and its interaction with the elements present in physical spaces. Our goal was to develop an application for Android smartphones that could be used to collect data from several of the devices' interfaces (Wi-Fi, GPS, Bluetooth and GSM), and to send that data to a server for later processing and analysis. In order to maximise the autonomy of the devices, energy resources must be used efficiently. This paper focus on a power-consumption saving solution for mobile phone-based sensing systems in the context of human motion analysis. Experiments were conducted with the objective of comparing power-consumption in different situations using our solution. Results have shown that, considering current power consumption patterns, carefully designed solutions for mobile phone-based sensing for observing human motion may enhance energy efficiency satisfactorily. In this particular domain, we have explored periodic sampling of the sensors and the suspension of the sampling process in the Android operating system whenever the device is not moving and we report such results in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of human movement patterns in physical space, such as in a city, and the interaction of people with objects present in those spaces has high relevance in many domains. Examples of applications are urban and social planning, the study of resources distribution in a city such as public transports, divulgation of advertising and information, prevention of epidemics and the spread of diseases, the response in cases of emergency and terrorist attacks [1] , and the monitoring of the urban environment, for example by measuring the levels of noise and pollution [2] .
The use of sensor networks have been intensively explored for data collection sensing tasks in urban environments, the so called urban sensing. The first generation of sensor network is composed by static sensors, that allow collecting information about the environment. However, by using static sensors it becomes difficult to cover large urban areas. The costs, considering purchase, installation and maintenance of an adequate number of devices, are a major obstacle to the systems' scalability. It is not possible to place sensorial devices with enough spatial density to obtain samples that allow an overview of the space. Furthermore, sampling becomes restricted to fixed points, being required a complex network infrastructure to gather together collected data for analysis. Due to these limitations, the research focus on sensor networks evolved from static networks to networks that adapt to urban environment dynamics by using an approach centred on people and their mobility [3] , leading to architectures based on mobile sensor networks.
A. Collaborative Sensing: Participatory and Opportunistic
Mobile sensing is based on the use of mobile sensors applied to urban environment elements, such as public transport, vehicles, taxi cabs, garbage trucks, or using sensors carried by people, exploiting their mobility in urban areas. The advantages of this approach are numerous, including the smaller number of sensors required to dynamically cover larger areas [1] . A people-centred approach is heavily dependent on cooperation, and this method of sensing is generally referred to as collaborative sensing.
The used sensors can be controlled or uncontrolled. The controlled sensors are devices which route can be easily controlled or predicted, being possible to cover a given area that will allow to complete a sensing task. Uncontrolled sensors are carried by people, applied in automobiles or in other mobile nodes, and their routes cannot be easily predicted. Despite the challenges, the advantages of using uncontrolled mobile sensors have proven to overcome its limitations [4] . The role played by people in collaborative sensing systems has, though, a major impact in this type of systems, both in terms of scalability and diversity of applications that can be supported [3] .
In several published studies [3] [5] [6] [7] , the authors divide the collaborative sensing in two groups, depending on the methodology used: participatory and opportunistic. In participatory sensing, the user is an active part in collecting data, demanding high levels of explicit interaction. In opportunistic sensing, the participant plays a passive role and the interaction required for data collection is minimal or nonexistent.
B. Advantages of using Personal Mobile Devices
Personal mobile devices (mobile phones, smartphones and tablets) are the mobile sensors that offer the best opportunities for observing human motion. Thanks to rapid technological developments, integrating numerous sensors and communication interfaces, these devices can be exploited for data collecting in urban environment and about population motion. In addition, the high and growing number of users of these devices maximises the number of observed individuals, and may reach millions of devices distributed throughout the world. The participation of people becomes simpler, with no need of carrying specific equipment since participants already use their personal devices daily.
978-1-4799-3060-9/14/$31.00 c 2014 IEEE In some cases, users of a collaborative sensing system allow their personal device to serve the purposes of the system without receiving any type of reward and abdicating some of their privacy. However, to maximise and maintain the number of participants over time, it becomes necessary to define a motivating reward model that will achieve and retain an adequate number of participants. The type of reward can vary from financial rewards to the access to a service. If the reward is attractive, the user may be willing to waive their privacy. Social networking and other services use this type of strategy.
Moreover, there is also a technical challenge that compromises the adherence of people to mobile sensing applications: the use of some interfaces of mobile devices in sensing tasks, such as the GPS, the Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, involves high energy consumption, with a strong impact on the autonomy of the device. Although devices can be charged by users frequently, the high energy consumption of sensing applications for smartphones immediately condemns them to failure. Users can abdicate their privacy without major reservations as long as the reward is attractive, but not the autonomy of their devices. Users are mostly very addicted to their smartphones, so if an application dramatically reduces the autonomy of the device, making it unavailable or forcing the user to charge it constantly, this application will be uninstalled.
In order to overcome this challenge, we present a solution for reducing energy consumption in mobile sensing applications for smartphones, using algorithms that exploit data from inertial sensors of smartphones.
II. RELATED WORK
LifeMap [12] is an application developed for Android devices, which uses smartphone sensors to generate context. This application uses smartphone's inertial sensors to provide location information in closed environments. This information is combined with GPS and Wi-Fi data to generate user daily life context. The system does not require an infrastructure or costly hardware and uses an event-based technique that reduces power consumption by using a minimal required set of sensors to define the context of a particular situation.
The LifeMap main feature is the ability to determine location accurately, indoors at compartments level of a house or building, creating a context map over the geographic map. The LifeMap application generates user life contexts categorised into four parts: Location: The user's geographic position is specified through the detected Wi-Fi access points information, in order to identify the position accurately at the compartments level; Activity: Defined by the user's movement and smartphone's use; Connectivity: Displays the current network connection status, GSM and Wi-Fi; Surroundings: It is a set of circumstances around the user. The key concept in this project is the ability to record the location in closed environments using inertial sensors and the identical locations aggregation (e.g. within the same compartment) using Wi-Fi hotspots. In the adopted approach, the aggregation process refines the location information based on historical data. To record indoors motion it uses the smartphone's accelerometer and digital compass. When a user is in motion, information is collected from both sensors and is used to determine the direction and approximate the user's current position, being complemented, when possible, by the GPS signal. Users can view detailed information about their points of interest on Google Maps and upload their contexts or download other users' contexts.
Moves [13] is an iPhone application developed by a company called ProtoGeo, which records the users' physical activity and identifies the type of motion, such as walking or running. It also shows a daily routine map and timeline, allowing people to realise their habits. The application does not require users to start or stop the tracking, it constantly runs in the background. The ProtoGeo's goal is that Moves becomes an everyday tool that makes the mainstream population conscientious about their physical activity.
Despite the used techniques, on the application's website users are cautioned for the battery consumption, recommending that smartphones should be charged overnight. Tests on a normal day of using an iPhone 4S with the Moves application running constantly in the background, leads to only 14h of autonomy. As observed by Liz Gannes, a Moves' user, the application has an impact on battery life, but not as much as constant GPS tracking [13] .
To address the problem of power consumption efficiency of mobile sensing systems, in particular sensing of positioning data from GPS, Wi-Fi, GSM or Bluetooth, several works explore user movement detection using the accelerometer in order to decrease sensors sampling rate [14] [15] [16] [17] . None of these works directly addresses the problem of smartphonebased sensing in the context of human motion analysis. In particular, in [14] , the authors describe, implement and evaluate a sensors' power management system for mobile devices in the context of human state recognition. The system receives as input a description of all the states to be automatically classified, as well as sensor management rules for each state. Device battery life is improved by powering only a minimum set of sensors depending on the user's state and using appropriate sensor duty cycles. A battery's lifetime test was conducted that proved the system to significantly reduce the device energy consumption. Although it presents very interesting results on power consumption, this system focus on human activity recognition which involves a different set of requirements on it concerns sensing parameterisation and on the used set of sensors and thus it is not directly comparable to sensing systems aiming to gather data about human mobility.
Alternatively, SensLoc [15] is a mobile location service that comprises a robust place detection algorithm, a sensitive movement detector and an on-demand path tracker. SensLoc was evaluated using different data sets collected from both real-life and scripted tours and has shown to consume significantly less energy than algorithms that periodically collect location data to provide the same information.
It is clear that the research community is well aware of the energy-efficiency problem in sensing activities using smartphones, but experimental results about the real-world impact on energy consumption of the proposed solutions are still limited. In this paper we address some of the variables affecting the energy consumption in sensing of human mobility and evaluate their impact through extensive real-world experiments.
III. THE POWER CONSUMPTION PROBLEM
The battery's lifetime depends on its capacity, the smartphone usage level and the hardware consumption. The chart in Figure 1 presents the consumption 1 , in mA, of the main interfaces on a smartphone.
It is noticeable through the table I and Figure 1 that among the interfaces used in sensing tasks, the GPS, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, are those which represent the most significant impact in the devices' autonomy, increased by consumption of the CPU required to use these interfaces. In Wi-Fi's case, there is energy consumption even in idle mode. 1 Values measured using a industrial power monitor with 5 kHz sampling rate, using the average power with lower standard deviation. Consumos da Bateria mA Figure 1 . Electric charge used in a smartphone per unit of time [18] A. Interfaces' Sampling: Continuous and Periodic
The interfaces' sampling can be performed continuously or periodically. In continuous mode the sampling tasks are executed again as soon as the previous task returned the result, while in periodic mode the execution of the sampling tasks are controlled, for example, by timers.
Most of sensing applications do not require a continuous sampling to achieve their purposes. In sensing tasks aiming to observe the motion of humans, data is useful if it allows analysing people motion over time in a certain physical space. Therefore, reducing the interfaces' use, through periodic sampling, it is possible to reduce the power consumption. This approach involves setting a sampling period for each interface, in order to maintain the efficiency of data collection.
Defining the sampling periods requires the understanding of which factors may influence the data collection efficiency. The interfaces differ in characteristics, such as energy consumption, access method and operation range.
The operation range of GSM is much higher than WiFi's, therefore the sampling period for GSM should be longer, but the energy consumed by the Wi-Fi is much higher. Other aspect to take into account is the time that a scan takes to be completed. A Bluetooth scan, for example, takes about 13 seconds to be completed, therefore using a sampling period shorter than 13 seconds is inefficient.
Considering the interfaces' characteristics, sampling periods have been defined in order to estimate consumption of an approach based on periodic sampling.
Taking into account the energy consumption values shown in Figure 1 and table I, the impact of continuous and periodic sampling on the smartphone's battery life has been estimated. We obtained the values represented in the figure 2, which reflect the consumption after 60 minutes. It is considered a battery with 1200 mAh of capacity. The objective is to estimate only the interfaces consumption, therefore the CPU's consumption discarded, and the LCD has been considered to be turned off during the process.
The estimative suggests that continuous sampling completely drains the battery (1200 mAh) in about 3 hours, confirming that a continuous sampling is not practicable. Comparing with periodic sampling, we observe a significant energy consumption reduction, which is reflected in the battery lifetime of about ≈10 hours. However, despite the significant reduction, the energy consumption remains at unacceptable levels. IV. OUR SOLUTION Periodic sampling reduces the interfaces' use in a linear way over time. In our approach in addition to reduce the sampling periods we intend to stop data collection when unnecessary. According to the results obtained in other studies, on average people are in motion for less than 20% of the time, each day [12] [19] . Therefore, by keeping the data collection at a minimum level during the remaining ≈80% of the day, a significant reduction on energy consumption may be achieved. Considering the users daily motion average time (20%) and the consumption rate of the periodic sampling (10.1% of the battery charge per hour) we estimate that the autonomy of the battery can be extended up to 50 hours 2 .
The proposed energy saving solution exploits the two aspects described above: periodic sampling of the sensors 2 Not considering the consumption arising from the normal operation and use of the smartphone. accordingly to the type of phenomenon being observed (in our case is human mobility), and the suspension of the sampling process whenever the device is not moving. Figure 3 depicts the general architecture of the system proposed to minimise energy consumption. A prototype of this system has been implemented as an Android application.
For controlling the sampling periods we use a set of timers associated to each interface, and set the sampling period accordingly to the characteristics of each interface. For motion detection, we use the accelerometer which requires lower energy consumption than any other interface, as shown in Figure 1 , being therefore an excellent tool to control the data collection process.
Additionally it was necessary to address a challenge related to the fact that the Android operating system suspends all processes running when the smartphone enters standby mode in order to save energy when the device is not being used. However, for sensing applications this becomes a critical problem as it interrupts the sensing tasks making it impossible to perform any function or use the smartphone's interfaces and sensors for a long period of time. 
A. Maintaining the Sensing Tasks Active
The solution for enabling long term sensing tasks involves the use of the WakeLock of the Android's PowerManager Class. The WakeLock allows an application to maintain control over the state of the device, and can keep resources active even when the phone is not being used by the user.
However, using the WakeLock, even in partial mode, involves high energy consumption. The Android's documentation itself warns the developers about this situation. The consumption depends on the type of WakeLock used and the time using it. Thus, it is recommended that it be acquired while the task is being executed and then released.
Sensing tasks are periodic and must be performed while motion exists. If the WakeLock is released after the first execution, the CPU becomes inactive and the following tasks can not be executed. If, on the other hand, the WakeLock is not released, the continuous CPU operation will have a tremendous impact on the device's autonomy, because it constantly consumes energy and other processes take advantage of the CPU activity to perform their own tasks.
To minimise this problem, we used the motion detection algorithm combined with an alarm system. If motion is not detected for a certain period of time, the sensing tasks are suspended and the WakeLock is released, allowing the CPU to enter into idle mode. However, when the CPU is idle, it is not possible to detect motion to restart the sensing tasks. Therefore, we implemented an additional mechanism that uses the Alarm Manager Class. This class provides access to the alarms system service and we can schedule a periodic execution of a particular method of our application. When the alarm goes off, the Intent 3 that has been registered for the event is broadcasted by the system and our service is able to restart the motion detection algorithm and the sensing tasks.
Through the use of the alarm, we can activate the CPU periodically (e.g. every 2 minutes), acquire a WakeLock to keep the CPU active, collect a few samples from the accelerometer and analyse them to evaluate the state of motion. If no motion is detected, the WakeLock is released immediately and the CPU goes back into idle mode. If motion is detected in the preanalysis, the motion analysis algorithm enters in a continuous mode and, while motion is detected, the CPU is kept active as well as the regular sampling tasks. Later, if absence of motion is detected for a certain period of time (e.g. 2 minutes), the WakeLock is released and the CPU returns to idle mode until the alarm goes off again. The operation of the described algorithm is depicted in Figure 4 . 
B. Motion Detection
The proposed motion detection solution using the accelerometers' data is relatively simple, the challenge being how to distinguish between the merely manipulation of the device from the motion of its user. Our goal is not to classify or contextualise the type of user's motion, but only to detect whether the user is moving or not (walking, moving on a bicycle, car, bus, etc.). The accelerometers integrated into smartphones are very sensitive devices, detecting very small differences between the linear acceleration of the device and the gravitational field. Sampling the accelerometer's programming interface returns three values corresponding to the acceleration on the three axes (X, Y, and Z), and measured in m/s 2 . These values are positive or negative, depending on the movement of the smartphone. Ideally, for a phone placed on a levelled surface, the readings would be zero in X and Y, and -9.81 in Z (acceleration of gravity). However, in practice, the readings are affected by noise and, due to the high sensitivity of the sensor, also by very light vibrations. Even the slightest movements results in significant variations in the sampled values. Our solution to distinguish between real motion of the user and other situations is depicted in Figure 5 . First, readings obtained at 1 sample/second, from the three axes, are fed into a Kalman filter aiming to equalise the different sensibilities of the sensor on the three axes and to eliminate the their bias. This filter generates a sequence of filtered values, at 1 sample/second, calculated based on a set of previous samples. These sequences are then used to calculate the Linear Acceleration Magnitude (LAM). The LAM is represented by a single non-negative value that represents the magnitude of the acceleration vector. In our experiments we observed the temporal variation of the LAM (see Figure 6 ) and found that it exhibits large peaks and large variations while a user is in motion. We then resorted to an additional filter for removing extremely large values (outliers) before calculating the standard deviation of each sequence of 10 samples. Whenever the standard deviation is lower than a predefined threshold, absence of motion is declared. The output of this sub-system is a "motion indicator" value updated every 10 seconds (see Figure 6 ). Setting the adequate threshold for distinguishing motion from other situations required the realisation of a few realworld experiments. Several test with a person walking with the smartphone on his pocket showed that the standard deviation of the LAM is, on average, around 0.43 m/s 2 , in line with results obtained in other studies [12] . Therefore, setting the threshold to a value a little lower than this value would allow us to detect the presence/absence of walking motion. However, subsequent experiments with smartphone users traveling by car revealed that, on average, the standard deviation of the LAM is lower than while walking. We observed values around 0.35 m/s 2 for a smartphone placed somewhere inside the car, and values around 0.22 m/s 2 for a smartphone placed inside the driver's pocket. These experiments helped us in setting the threshold to a lower value (we used 0.20 m/s 2 ) in order to minimise the probability of false positives (to incorrectly detect the absence of motion). While lower values might increase the probability of false negatives, it minimises the probability that data collection is suspended while a user is actually in motion.
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V. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate how the proposed solution impacts the energy consumption on a smartphone used in a collaborative sensing task. The experiments used two different Android smartphones running an application specially developed for this purpose, as part of our platform for collaborative sensing. This application runs as a service in the background and periodically collects data from 5 interfaces: Wi-Fi, GPS, GSM/UMTS, Bluetooth, and Battery level. The first four interfaces are sampled periodically with periods of 10, 60, 20, and 20 seconds, respectively. The battery level interface is sampled based on a native mechanism of the Android operating system (the operating system broadcasts a notification whenever the battery levels changes). Table II summarises the major characteristics of the used smartphones. These smartphones were restored to factory settings before the tests, and no other applications have been installed besides our own. Every test performed (18 in total) began at the same time (00h 00m 00s) of each day, in days with similar motion pattern of the same user. Table II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED SMARTPHONES For each one of the smartphones, three sets of tests were performed. First, the energy consumption of each smartphone was measured without any sensing task running. We note that these baseline tests were conducted with Wi-Fi, GSM/UMTS and Bluetooth interfaces being managed by the Android OS and with the smartphones being carried by its user as usually. However, the smartphones have not been used to place or receive phone calls, send or receive short messages, or to access the Internet. This represents the best case in terms of the smartphone's autonomy since no energy has been used for collecting data or other tasks, except for logging the battery level. We name these tests "baseline".
The second set of tests was performed while running our data collection application, but without using the motion detection algorithm. Note that the data collection task includes the upload of the collected data to a remote server whenever there is access to the Internet through a WiFi network. All other parameters were the same as for the baseline tests. We name these tests "without motion algorithm".
The third set of tests was performed while running the motion detection algorithm, all other conditions being the same as for the "without motion algorithm" tests. We name these tests "with motion algorithm". Figures 7 and 8 12h 0m 0s  24h 0m 0s  36h 0m 0s  48h 0m 0s  60h 0m 0s  72h 0m 0s  84h 0m 0s  96h 0m 0s  108h 0m As expected, collecting data without running the motion detection algorithm results in a strong penalty on the devices' autonomy when compared with the "baseline" tests. The results obtained during the "with motion algorithm" tests in both smartphones indicate a significant gain on battery autonomy when compared with the results obtained during the "without motion algorithm" tests.
Based on results obtained we calculated for both smartphones the average autonomy time (in hours) for each set of tests (values (a), (b) and (c) in table III). This values were calculated for time up to which the battery charge dropped to 10%, because when battery charge is low the draining patterns are highly irregular. As table III shows, using the motion detection algorithm for smartphone A (Galaxy Ace), we have obtained a battery autonomy reduction of approximately 10,2 hours comparing to the result obtained on "baseline" tests and a battery autonomy gain of approximately 62,7 hours comparing to the results obtained during the "without motion algorithm" test. In the same situation, for smartphone B (Galaxy Mini), the battery autonomy reduction was of 12,1 hours and the battery autonomy gain was of 15,1 hours.
As noted before, the motion patterns along the different days were very similar. In respect to that, we can observe, for each set of "with motion algorithm" tests, very similar battery consumption curves. We may perceive some small variations due to normal variations on movement patterns during the day (such as changing the place to have lunch or having an extra visit to the library). We may then observe that motion patterns have a direct influence on the variation of the consumptions over time, which corroborates our initial assumptions.
Using the data collected during the experimental tests, we also estimated the overall consumption of our sensing solution. We estimated the overall average power consumption in the "baseline" and "with motion algorithm" tests. Those values ((d) and (e) in table III) were estimated using the average autonomy of each set of tests (values (a) and (b) in table III) and the total capacity of the batteries present in table II. The values in the last line in table III correspond to the average power consumption of our sensing solution.
It is important to notice that although our solution's average power consumption values differ greatly from mobile phone Galaxy Ace to mobile phone Galaxy Mini, the average autonomy loss is similar. The average power consumption difference may be due to the method for estimating power consumption as it depends, in our case, on the capacity of the battery, which may not be at the maximum level due to battery aging. Hardware characteristics in general, and, possibly, operating system versions, may also influence battery consumption curves. Additional tests must be therefor executed to uncover this correlation.
We have also compared our results against SensLoc system presented in [15] (see section II). In this work, the authors have estimated the overall energy used by SensLoc in two configurations: with path tracking disabled, and place and movement detection enabled; and with path tracking enabled. In the first configuration, SensLoc uses a sampling interval of 10 seconds for Wi-Fi and a duty cycle of the accelerometer of 50% (over a 10 seconds period) that provided information for detecting movements to trigger Wi-Fi scans. In the second configuration, SensLoc also samples GPS coordinates every 10 seconds when the user is traveling between places. SensLoc used 32,8mW and 54,8mW on average without path tracking and with path tracking, respectively.
The comparison between SensLoc and our system cannot be comprehensive, as there exist some differences between SensLoc's and our solution's implementations. However, SensLoc resembles our system insofar as its central sensing tasks are focused on location information. In particular, we may evidence that our solution makes additional samples of Bluetooth and GSM interfaces. On the other hand, SensLoc's global sampling period is 10s, both for Wi-Fi and GPS interfaces, while our solution adopts a GPS sampling period of 60s while still keeping a Wi-Fi sampling period of 10s. Moreover, our solution uploads the sample raw data to a server in the Internet. In its turn, SensLoc locally computes the raw data to estimate track patching and place detection.
To estimate the power consumption, the authors logged the time each sensor was activated and used the average power consumption of each sensor (obtained from power measurements of an HTC G1 phone), and thus, the data provided does not corresponds to data effectively obtained from experimental usage in real settings which also would include consumption from different hardware components, such as CPU. The overall consumption of our solution (for mobile phone Galaxy Ace) is 7,26 mW on average which is nearly 22% of what SensLoc used when path tracking is disable (32,8mW) and 13% of what SensLoc used when path tracking is enable (54,8mW) (the percentages for Galaxy Mini are ≈ 126% and ≈ 75%). These results point out for a better energy-efficient behaviour from our solution, which we consider to be explained by a careful motion detection algorithm design as well as careful engineering process, in this particular situation, within the Android operating system. The power consumption gains are apparently more limited for the Galaxy Mini smartphone. This could indicate that a comparison based in observed smartphone's autonomy time could be more significant, but SensLoc evaluation does not provide sufficient data to estimate the real autonomy of SensLoc system. Generally, we should state that periodic sampling of smartphone's sensors, using long sample periods as longer as it does not disrupted application quality and performance, using adequate algorithms to detect movement in order to suspend or to soften the sampling process, exploring conveniently operating systems services are promising guidelines for designing mobile sensing solutions.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we describe a power-consumption saving solution for mobile phone-based sensing systems in the context of human-motion analysis. We have explored periodic sampling of the sensors and the suspension of the sampling process whenever the device is not moving. We have conducted a set of experiments that have shown a significant improvement in the devices' autonomy during the execution of sensing tasks in the context of human-motion analysis. Our experiments involved a user performing his normal daily tasks and motion patterns.
The balancing between sensing tasks effectiveness and the energy consumption is possible in the context of humanmotion analysis as suspending the sampling process during periods of immobility results in energy saving without compromise the collected data. Daily application consumption is however still dependent on the users' movement patterns during the day. The Operating System model and APIs may significantly influence energy saving solutions and the efficiency of sensing tasks. In particular, pausing the CPU's running processes during the periods in which a smartphone is not being used has been shown that it constrains the implementation of sensing applications.
Recently (on September 2013), Apple unveiled the new M7 chip that integrates the company's latest smartphone, the iPhone 5S. This coprocessor has the function of constantly measure motion data (accelerometer, gyroscope and compass), that can be used by fitness and health applications, without waking up the main processor. This coprocessor reduces the load of tracking motion using the main processor, and requires significantly less battery. It also offers ways for the system to make power management more efficiently, making the iPhone more intelligent in terms of when to activate or to deactivate certain features to conserve battery life. The M7 also uses a new API named "CoreMotion" to identify the type of user's movement and makes optimisations based on it [20] . In the particular case of Android, and at least until most of the smartphones have a solution similar to the M7 Chip on iPhone 5S, mechanisms that uses a combination of the Android's Alarm Manager and Wakelock can be used to overcome this situation, as we have shown in this paper.
As future work, we should perform a more exhaustive study about the sampling periods for each interface, as these sampling periods greatly influence the correlation between the energy consumption and the sensing tasks efficiency. Further research should be done on motion detection algorithm in order to detect user's motion more accurately, for example, by detecting different types of motion, and using the environment analysis to dynamically adjust the threshold value. Our next step is to perform tests to extract data which represents in a more explicit manner the current algorithm's motion detection accuracy, despite being perceptible through the battery consumption patterns presented.
